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"YOUTH AND THE A.L.P." 
' -IHE LES VVOOD MEMORIAL LECTURE "by HON. DON DUNSTAN. Q.C.. M.P. . 
BRISBANE - 2.8.68. 
Tonight I want to talk of the task of youth in the Labor 
Party. For a long time in the late 19U0's and the 1950's the 
Labor Party did not recruit to its ranks any considerable number 
of young peoplej that is, people under the age of 25. It 
became the normal pattern of Branch membership that we had a high 
proportion of aging pioneers of the Labor Movement, a smaller 
number of middle age, and then a considerable gap with an 
occasional smattering of youngsters. 
It was at this time that the social scientists were saying 
that people in the community would become less and less concerned 
with community affairs, that we were developing "Admass" a society 
controlled by advertising techniques where urban communities would 
not be real communities in anything but name but a series of 
dormitories where the average suburban cottage owner did not know 
his next door neighbour and did not care who he was; worked in a 
large complex where he could have few personal relations with other 
people at his work, and would have either canned entertainment or 
mass entertainment which involved no creativity and no close group 
organisation involving human and emotional relations with the people. 
And certainly from any signs that the average university student, 
apprentice or young bank clerk was giving it seemed that there was 
some force in what they were saying - that politics was to these 
people no longer a matter which they would consider as in any way 
concerning themo 
I can remember being injured in an accident in the 1950's and 
being carted, bleeding, to the operating table in the Casualty 
Department of the Royal Adelaide Hospital. There a young Resident 
Doctor, who was sewing up my face, went into a patter to distract 
me from the pain of what he was doing., and said, "So you're Dunstan, 
the MoH.Ro, are you?" and I said, "Well, a member of the House of 
Assembly, actually." He said to me, "Oh, well, I wouldn't know; 
I don't know anything about politics, and I couldn't care less, 
anyway." I said to him, "Have you got enough beds in this hospital 
to-treat the people who need hospital treatment here?" and he said5 
"No". I said, "Then why the heck aren't you interested in politics, 
because the question of whether you get enough beds or not is 
politics" - and he could not see it'. 
At that time any endeavour to stimulate interest amongst the 
under-25 age group in the community in problems which are the warp 
and woof of political activity led usually to fairly disheartening 
results, and so many people gloomily prophesied that the things 
that the social scientists were saying about the development of our 
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society were accurate and that a sense of dedication, of concern 
for others, of involvement with community problems and seeing to it 
that people in the community had "benefit of security and a means 
of living their lives as they would wish were things that would 
only concern the tiny elite which, in the words of one of our 
present British Labor Ministers, "would have to struggle con-
stantly with the ignorance and the apathy of the masses." 
That view, of course, was wrong. In fact, what has occurred 
in the 1960's is that young people in the community have, with 
developing leisure and greater affluence, not accepted in supine 
fashion the "Admass" society but it has been from them that has 
come a great ferment of social protest and a derision for the 
accepted forms of institutionalising inhibitions in which our 
society had previously found emotional safety. The signs of 
protest - the departures in dress, clothing, manner of speech, the 
demands to be able to be free to read what one wants - have all 
involved large numbers of young people, and at the same time the 
party of reform, the Labor Party, has had a great infusion of 
people in the under-25 age group. 
At the same time of course, the Liberal Party has been able 
to attract large numbers of members to the Young Liberal Group, 
but the people it has attracted have not been those who have been 
creative in social protest and concern but those who saw social 
advancement and a sense of snob value from being in the Young 
Liberals. The Labor Party can be thankful that we have a large 
number of younger people interested in reform, determined to see 
that the things they think are wrong with society are righted, and 
it is quite right that the place for the reform is in the Labor 
Party, the largest political party in Australia and the vehicle 
of the greatest reforms which have ever occurred. But particularly 
amongst the University adherents of reform or social protest there 
is a movement today which is opposed to involvement in the established 
means of obtaining reforms in this country. It is not a new 
phenomenon, though at the moment it generally calls itself the 
"New Left". We have seen examples of its syndicalist motives, not 
only from the time of Bakunin but in the things that Lenin had to 
say in "Left Wing Communism - an Infantile Disorder". But I think 
before I turn to specific tasks I believe must be accomplished in 
the Labor Party by the young reformers in the Party I must deal with 
the New Left movement. 
It appears that its chief guru is Herbert Marcuse. His view 
is that the present organisation of society, the present method of 
teaching and/or organising, learning, is "cynical", I will not go 
into the particular definition of the cynical which he uses and which 
is a term of art in his work, but he says that -
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"Cyriicd^ mJaa&-.-a_r-lseii_JLa T^e-eponse ~to~a.Jios~t of~problems 
ranging from the daily '"business deal' and the hiring— 
and firing of professors to the most important issues 
of life and death in the deployment of military 
implements and the calculated sacrifice of human 
lifen In the academic business the corporate 
executives and managers (presidents and deans) who 
employ the work force (faculty) in order to 'handle' 
the customers (students) share the aims of their 
industrial counterparts: the prevention of customer 
malaise, the avoidance of strikes, the satisfaction 
of stockholders, and the growth of the firm. The 
academic work force and their customers similarly 
share, by and large, the attitudes and aims of their 
non-academic counterparts: they play it cool, they 
do not 'rock the bcat'; they grind out acceptable 
reports (books and articles), and so forth." 
I here quote from a joint article by a number of authors on 
Marcuse's teaching -
"Cynicism .must be seen as a consequence of and a 
support for the structure of the larger society, a 
society in which: a 'two-party democracy' is founded 
on the hidden premise that political convictions are 
unimportant; an economy is based upon waste and the 
preparation for atomic annihilation; a nihilistic, 
mindless hedonism is fostered by a multi-liillion-dollar 
advertising industry necessitated by the overproduction 
of junk; success through corruption is viewed not with 
revulsion, but with envy; huge privately owned 
bureaucracies extol the virtues of rugged (rigged?) 
consumptions In such a society colleges and univer-
sities are generally engaged in producing a new generation 
of 'educated' moral eunuchs, cheerfully and greedily 
willing to participate in 'Machiavellianism for the little 
man' . 
In a society where human character is determined 
predominantly by the cash-nexus and the desire for 
personal aggrandizement, howevdr, teaching and learning 
are reduced to a cynical and circular process. The 
drive of teacher and student alike for successful 
careers9 status, and financial gain results in a 
denigration of all 'knowledge' which does not promote 
the achievement of those ends. The emphasis placed on 
the acquisition, accumulation, and marketing of facts 
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results in the limitation of discourse to the acceptable 
universe of discourse. 
To oppose positivism and cynicism, teaching 
identifies itself with negative thinking. 
Negative thinking is first and foremost critical 
thinking. Negative thinking opposes the self-
contentment of common sense which is so ready to embrace 
the given and to accept the established fact. It 
cannot stop at the presentation of the facts, but 
must judge these facts and indicate the objective 
possibilities for their transcendence; it requires that 
thought comprehend the historical causes of the present 
domination in all its empirically observable manifes-
tations." 
It is clear from the New Left that it considers the Communist 
world as much an example of cynicism and bureaucracy by 
terror as it regards the non-communist societies as hide-
bound, materialistic and stultified, and therefore it believes 
that any member of the New Left must refuse to be involved 
with what it considers to be the institutions of existing 
society. Any established political party operating within 
the framework of representative government and which can 
command a large proportion of votes is, according to them, 
essentially a bourgeios institution. When one comes to 
examine the specificsput forward by the New Left (and, after 
all, to a certain extent their criticisms of our institutions 
may be justified) then it is harder to see what they propose. 
It is certain that they do want what was in Marx's term 
not merely a quantitative but a qualitative change in society. 
They are concerned to act for change. As Marx said in the 
Theses on Feuerbach, "Philosophers have interpreted society 
in various ways; the point, however, is to change it." 
The New Left wants to have an effective revolution which will 
qualitatively change society and lead, one would gather, to 
something which they call a "participatory democracy". How, 
precisely, a "participatory democracy" will work they are 
extremely vague. In my talks with them it would appear that 
they seem to think that the way to organise the services of the 
community is to have a constant series not so much of Town 
meetings as of happenings; gatherings of interested citizens 
concerned with one another, who in no formal way will work out 
how their commonalty will be provided, I have put specific 
questions to some of them as to how they propose, for instance, 
that electricity services be provided, and the answer seems to 
be through local town meetings which will control the supply. 
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I shall deal a little later with the problems of organising 
electricity supply. 
But however sympathetic one is with the criticisms which are 
made by."New Left" students of the intolerable humbug to which our 
present society is wedded, one cannot but be impatient with their 
refusal to face facts, and their determination that in some undefined 
and intellectually undisciplined manner they are going to transcend 
them. 
In practice, what this tends to lead to is to an utterly 
irresponsible demand by some students that resort must be had to 
violence, and that violence is the answer in order to provoke a 
confrontation with a genuinely fascist Government. They believe 
that all those who are involved in the reform movement are in the 
old Marxist glossary of abuse "reformists'* and "revisionists" who 
are thereby the chief enemies of the working class because the 
reforms which they do achieve lull the working class into a quietude 
which the "New Left" considers to be un-natural and intolerable. 
They would rather, acting as a tiny elite, force a situation of 
violent revolution which they believe will bring about qualitative 
changes in society and release the working class to negative and 
thereby creative activity. 
When one finds that this is what they propose - and I do not-
exaggerate when I say that this is their attitude - then it is one'* 
duty to expose just how shabby and lazy an aberration this is. 
The work of reform is not easy. The analysis of the way in which 
the institutions of society are dynamically changed, and how one 
must then adapt the means by which we as socialists seek to ensure 
to every citizen security, the utmost liberty consistent with his 
being a member of society, to live his life and to develop it as 
he wants, and an effective voice in his own Governments, is something 
that requires constant, hard, intellectual work. The rate at which 
social change can take place, the rate at which people are prepared 
to accept changes in their circumstances, the methods by which we may 
protect them from arbitrary invasion by bureaucrats of any kind, are 
matters which we must fight constantly about. And for those who 
are concerned to end the humbug of society I can only counsel that 
they are likely to achieve nothing unless they are prepared to 
accept the limitations of working within the society which they 
seek to change. A very distinguished lecturer of the Society of 
the Sacred Mission once put it this way -
"If you are going surfing, if you ignore the wave you 
are likely to get dumped and suffer considerable 
discomfort; if you fight against it you may well be 
drowned; but if you get aboard it you have the utmost free-
dom to manoeuvre which is available in the circumstances 
1 1 1 Father Marcus Stevens SoS.M. 
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Creative work for social justice is possible and achievable 
within the Australian Labor Party. But now I want to turn to 
the limitations which representative Government places upon the 
policies and affairs of a Labor Government upon attaining office, 
because this Party has still to work out a number of its specifics 
in coping with these problems. 
First of all, I want to deal with our programmes for 
nationalization. The present list in the Federal platform of 
the Lab or Party of proposals for nationalization (that is, of 
©hanging the indicia of title from private to public ownership) 
was adopted at a time when very different economic circumstances 
prevailed in Australia from those of today. 
The first on the list is banking. Now, it is quite true 
that effective control of the level of credit and of its direction 
is not possible under the special deposit account provisions of 
the present banking legislation. Indeed, as Mr. Bruce McFarlane 
has pointed out -
"Non-banking credit institutions are largely out-
side of formal Reserve Bank control. In the view of 
the Vernon Committee this makes the enforcement of 
current controls more difficult; (b) the time-lag 
in the existing control mechanism; it takes several 
months before bank credit can be contracted once 
the decision has been taken. This is largely due 
to the overdraft system, which is a legacy of the 
historical origins of "banking in Australia and the 
seasonal credit needs of a pastoral economy'7. The 
existence of borrower's overdraft limits means that 
outstanding credit cannot be reduced quickly without 
bankrupting clients. The Vernon Committee did not 
advocate the replacement of this system by the more 
modern 'line of credit' system in which borrowers 
are loaned a definite sum for a specified period, which 
they pay for whether they use or not. (Such a system 
enables banks to contract credit at shorter notice, 
and encourages borrowers to be more careful in their 
use of credit.) However the Report suggests a 
charge on the maintenance of unused overdraft limits." 
(ii) "Economic Policy in Australia - the case for reform.1' 
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".....The contribution to inflationary pressures of 
the private banks themselves caused by increasing 
their advances even in the face of Reserve Bank action 
to achieve an opposite result, is not adequately 
dealt with in the Vernon Report. The inability of 
the Reserve Bank to reduce bank advances to relieve 
inflationary pressures has, moreover, been an impor-
tant fact inhibiting successful monetary policy and 
has allowed the Treasury to pursue drastic fiscal 
policies - horror budgets, etc. Yet, a more sophis-
ticated pressure on the liquidity of the banks can 
affect the liquidity of financial intermediaries 
and other non-bank credit institutions which, after 
all, rely on banks to provide the primary liquidity 
for their operations." 
" I-fc i s clear that the 'incentives' to control 
advances must be given to the private banks, must 
be strong ones and should include sanctions and 
penalties. Banks have tended to treat their 
Special Account balances (Statutory Reserve Deposits) 
with the Reserve Bank not as blocked funds but as 
'liquid' funds. They know from experience that in 
times of need the Central Bank funds will always 
be forthcoming, either as releases or Central Bank 
loans. It seems clear that for monetary controls 
to work, the banks need to be taught by experience that 
they cannot rely on Central Bank support, except 
perhaps on heavy penalty terms. General appeals, 
such as undefined national interests, are not 
sufficient to enforce monetary policy over the private 
banks." 
The reason that we need to have action in relation to banking is 
not that there is any particular virtue in the State holding 
the title to banking services as a monopol rather than that non-
Governmental investment should be involved, but that the Treasurer 
of the country can have effective control over the level and 
direction of credit to ensure the security of the currency and to 
ensure development. 
This was the motive for the bank nationalization proposals 
of the Chifley Government in 1947 when the constitutional validity 
of the existing powers of bank credit control had been called in 
question by the High Court and the private banks had served notice 
on Mr. Chifley that they reserved the right to challenge these 
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powers at any time suitable to themselves. But credit, which is 
as essential for the Treasurer to control, is no longer issued 
solely through the banking system, and there are very many fringe, 
or quasi-banking institutions, in this country which affect credit 
issuance and which would continue to do so were banks to be 
nationalized. 
To take action, then, to nationalize banks would, because 
of the provisions of the Federal Constitution, require the payment 
of enormous sums in compensation to the shareholders of the banks, 
placing in their hands at the expense of the public an enormous 
liquid investment capacity and not achieving the control of the 
level and direction of credit which policy was designed for. The 
liquid capital which the Federal Constitution would ensure in the 
hands of bank shareholders, would be transferred to other institu-
tions of credit issuance as some Capital has already been trans-
ferred to date. 
It seems to me that some considerable re-thinking is 
called for by the Labor Party on those specific planks of 
nationalization. It is quite clear that the reason for national-
ization is that there is no other effective way to ensure that the 
particular sector of the economy in question is meeting the social 
needs of the people. As far as banks are concerned, I believe 
that other means of control can be devised without the disadvan-
tages which I have outlined as ensuing from nationalization. 
The same could not be said for something which is not on the list 
but which ought to be a prime target for the Labor Party in 
nationalization, and that is the Australian Stevedoring Industry. 
Australia, it is clear, is held to ransom by an utterly 
inefficient stevedoring industry which gives little care to the 
workmen employed, faces them with insecurity and has the worst 
record of bungling and mismanagement, of turn-round of ships, 
of such an industry in any comparable country. The fault does 
not lie with the waterside workers but with the stevedoring 
companies. But while we may well devise policies for national-
ization and for intrusion into some area of the economy by a public 
enterprise in competition with private undertakings (as has been 
done by Labor Governments on many occasions, and as I believe we 
should do in the oil refining industry by resuming a controlling 
interest in Commonwealth Oil Refineries which should never have 
been sold) there are numbers of problems we have yet to sort out. 
The first of these is as to the form in which a public 
undertaking is to be run. The demands, of course, of the 
syndicalists today is that we should have greater workers control 
of public undertakings, and we have seen recently a statement by 
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Dr. Barbara Castle that greater workers participation in management 
must come in British industry. 
The first job which a public undertaking has to do is to 
meet the social needs of the people as a whole, since that is the 
very reason for a public undertaking's occurring. How can one 
ensure that the needs of the people are met? The usual form of a 
public undertaking is that of a statutory corporation, and that 
statutory corporation may be in some measure responsible to a Minister, 
but it normally has a set of directors nominated by the Government -
a board, a trust, or a commission, and then it proceeds to run as a 
commercial undertaking under such a board or trust. It may become 
as bureaucratic and as committed to erroneous policies as large 
monolithic private undertakings, some of whose directors in recent 
years have been figuring so prominently in the scandal sheets of the 
nation, 
Mr. McFarlane in the work I have cited points to a series 
of unwise decisions made in relation to electricity undertakings in 
the State of Victoria. This has forced upon the Victorian people 
a higher price for electricity across the board than occurs in 
South Australia despite the fact that South Australia has little cheap 
local fuel. 
The suggestion is made by Mr. McFarlane that the way to cure 
this is to have representatives of the "community" on the board. 
How do you provide members representative of the community if they 
have no electorate, no group to refer back to, no direct responsibility 
other than to those who nominated them, and that often only an 
extremely tenuous one? 
One device that has been used is that every such board must 
be made subject in the legislation creating it to policy directions 
by the responsible Minister. He, of course, is answerable to 
Parliament and may be questioned. However, in many of our State 
Parliaments questions without notice and adequate question time to 
ensure that the administration of major public undertakings is properly 
scrutinized is not provided, and unless it were that would be quite an 
inadequate safeguard. Moreover, the Minister is in considerable 
difficulties in determining policy unless he has the day to day 
administration of the undertaking clearly before him. 
I can assure you I speak with experience on this, having been 
responsible as a Minister, for a board to which I could give directions 
on policyxbut which was otherwise responsible for a vast undertaking 
in South Australia. It was quite impossible to exercise adequate 
control over policy when, in fact, the day to day decisions about the 
particular methods of carrying out that policy were not before me 
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and I had merely to rely upon a weekly report as to activities from 
the general manager, or on the protests which I received fnom the 
general public about things that had gone wrong. Therefore, if 
there is to be a public undertaking with public accountability 
through a Minister, that Minister must be daily involved in the 
working of the undertaking. 
At the Commonwealth level this presents real physical 
problems, and of course in a Parliament as large as that of Great 
Britain and dealing with so many matters it would be a sheer 
impossibility. However, it would be possible to provide this 
kind of accountability in the undertakings of State Governments so 
long as those continue to exist in Australia. 
The demand, as I have said, has also been made .for 
effective workers participation in management. Various devices 
have been used to try to provide this heretofore, the most common 
device used is the placing on the board of a public undertaking of 
an official of one of the larger Trades Unions covering employees of 
the undertaking. 
I think one can say that as a means of providing workers 
control this has been uniformly unsuccessful. The Trades Union 
official is put in an impossible position. He is there as a 
delegate from his members and the chief function of the Trades Union 
is to protect and to improve the pay and working conditions of 
members in the undertaking. At the same time, if the undertaking 
is a commercial one of any kind he will be involved in management 
decisions which must be kept confidential. Moreover, there will 
not infrequently be a clash between the interests of the public to 
whom a cheap service must be maintained and the demands of- workers 
for improved wages which will force up costs. This has led either 
to ineffectiveness on the part of the Trades Union officials involved 
or to unhappy schizophrenia. 
If there are to be workers' representatives on boards of 
management (and I believe that this is advisable) then they should be 
workshop delegates who are not Trades Union officials, and they 
should report back to workshop meetings on management decisions. But 
there has been a development in certain private industries in Australia 
of joint consultations between management and workshop delegates 
directly involving workshop delegates in decisions about work practices, 
in explaining targets in keeping workmen informed of what the proposals 
and aims of management are, and I believe that this is an essential 
development in any public undertaking. 
But I do believe also that we should set our faces against 
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complete producer control of a public undertaking. The history 
of producers' boards in Australia has been a most unhappy one, 
and where those who are involved in management decisions are simply 
those who are directly employed by or dependent for tlreir livelihood 
on the undertaking, its accountability to the public disappears out 
the window. The same kind of selfishness as can be expected of 
shareholders can be expected by any producer group which finds that 
by restricting production or putting up the price in a restricted 
trade or monopoly situation it can get more into its own pockets 
out of the public. 
Problems of this kind have bedevilled the State of Israel 
Yirhere the worst industrial unrest has occurred in plants owned by 
Histadruth, the great trades union complex,. 
The second problem which faces a Labor Government in 
endeavouring to ensure changes in the social welfare area particu-
larly is the difficulty of working with staff which has been used to 
different policies. For instance, where an authoritarian and 
repressive gaols and prisons system has been used, it is expecting 
too much of human nature to imagine that those who have been the 
officers to carry it out will turn readily to a reformed and 
permissive penal system which is not authoritarian in nature. If 
a man has been trained to march prisoners about, shout at them, 
subject them to indignities which are considered in some parts of 
Australia still as an essential part of gaol discipline, and is then 
asked to throw away the whole of his training and adopt a completely 
different attitude to prisoners, the result will, I think, not be 
very effective„ 
But of course because of the nature of the Public Service 
you cannot get rid of people who are in an existing sdrvice because 
your policies change and therefore the carrying out of principles 
of policies of social change may be severely delayed by the fact 
that you do not have the instruments to hand to carry out the policies. 
In South Australia the Aboriginal Affairs Department has a policy laid 
down by the Labor Government which has been taken as a model by the 
developing Commonwealth Aboriginal Affairs Department in many of its 
areas, but we lack the trained staff who are able at the field level 
to carry all the policy into effect, 
The problem, therefore, for a Minister in a Labor Government 
dealing particularly with social welfare departments, any department 
dealing with human beings and their personal problems, is to endeavour 
to know at all levels of the department what sort of work is being 
done. This means, of course, that it is impossible for a Labor 
Minister simply to rely upon reports given to him byssnior officers 
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and that he has to have all sorts of other sources of information 
effectively to administer his department and to entire that some 
"gingering" is done to impel the department to carry out his 
policies at the field level. 
Let me give you an example of the kind of thing that can 
occur. A Labor Minister whom I know was faced with a problem 
of adoption. He had laid it down that there vras no need to 
object to adoptions of children by people of alien nationality 
within the State if the adoption was appropriate in all other 
circumstances. The view of the head of the department and of the 
adoptions officer was that such adoptions should not be allowed. 
A case occurred of an illegitimate child born to a young French 
girl. A couple of French nationality who were childless and who 
were desperately anxious to adopt a child sought to adopt this 
particular child. The child would have had in consequence an 
excellent - indeed privileged - existence. The adoption was 
opposed by the department on the ground that if the child went 
overseas with the adoptive couple there may be some problems of 
private international law arising in relation to the adoption. 
This was a view which the Crown Solicitor thought was nonsense. 
The Minister insisted that the adoption proceed, and the'adoptions 
officer of the department then persuaded the mother of the child to 
withdraw her consent to the adoption. The couple eventually 
went to another State where a far more reasonable attitude was 
taken by an officer of the department there and they adopted a 
different child. 
This shows the difficulties with which a Minister can be 
faced by departmental opposition from a section of the Public 
Service for v/hich he is responsible, and these problems naturally 
face any Labor Government which is seeking marked social change. 
The only way to overcome it is not by revolutionary action but 
by persistent Ministerial supervision and insistence on obtaining 
knowledge of what is happening at every level of the department. 
It is in these areas that problems of effective administration, 
the carrying out of policies which have been formulated for 
effective social change to ensure security, freedom, and effective 
voice in Government that the youth of the Party needs to turn its 
attention to. Reform is not a heady series of Hegelian abstrac-
tions such as the New Left with its negative thinking is surrounding 
itself with; it is not a cloud-cuckoo-land; it is getting down 
to the practical work of seeing to it that certain changes which 
ought to occur are supported and do occur by the practical work of 
the reform movement. It is only through the Labor Party that this 
can be done. 
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